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Builds on...

• Paper HM 2019: Emphasised Part 1 of Vol3 
sets up the problem with four variables

– Organic composition, turnover, rate of surplus-
value, capital advanced.

– Marx’s solution Part 2 drops rate of surplus-value

– Restore different rates of s-v enables use of prices 
of production in international setting

• Lectures 2020  Redline
• https://rdln.wordpress.com/2020/12/28/capital-vol-3-the-andy-higginbottom-

lectures-series/

https://rdln.wordpress.com/2020/12/28/capital-vol-3-the-andy-higginbottom-lectures-series/


Steps in Argument
• Overall Structure and Logic 

of Capital

• Marini’s theory of labour 
super-exploitation and Capital

• Capital Volume 3 Part 2 Marx 
and the interpretive literature

• Transformation with different 
rates of surplus-value

• Different relation between 
value and exchange-value

• Fetishistic forms of capitalist
commodity



Illustration Declining Rate of Profit 

• How each relation moves over time:
• Mass of capital (c+v) increases 100:200:400 (same as A)
• Mass of surplus-value (s) increases 20:40:60  (bit more than A)
• Organic value composition c/v increases 4:12.3:39  (same as A)
• Rate of surplus-value is/v increases 100:250:600%
• Rate of profit s/(c+v) holds, then falls 20:20:15%  (ends up twice A)



Period 2 with Different Sector Rates 
of Profit

• Rate of surplus-value in Sector I is 150%
• Higher rate of surplus-value in Sector II (340%)
• Value composition  (c/v) is high: because v has fallen, not 

for technical reason but because of depressed wages
• Because of the increase investment of capital into Sector II 

that the average rate of profit is maintained at 20% (and is 
higher than in Case A) 



Marx’s Solution Modified 

• Include variation of 
s/v as well as c/v

• Modified price of 
production to take 
this into account

• p/v different to s/v : real illusion 
breeding false social 
consciousness (does not rely on 
the modified transformation but 
it does amplify the result)



• THE GREAT PROFIT TRICK!
• Must not assume capital 

advanced = capital used up
• Not simplifying but 

accepting of mystification
• Misdirection is to input-

output process rather than 
inner-outer relation



The bending of living labour by dead labour

• The inner energy (living labour) appears at the 
surface differently according to the size of the 
capital (dead labour) that set it in motion 



Put in Living Labour in Marx’s Solution
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I 80c+20v 51c 20s 91 20 (20+51+20) 91 0 20v+20p=40 2 20

II 70c+30v 50c 30s 110 20 (30+50+20) 

100

-10 30v+20p=50 3 16.67

III 90c+10v 30c 10s 50 20 (10+30+20) 60 +10 10v+20p=30 1 30
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Value Created vs ‘Value Added’
• Value created is the new value 

created by living labour, through 
the expenditure of labour power

• In our example: 
– Rate of surplus value 100%
– at the wage rate of £10 an hour 

£20m sets in motion labour 
power for 2 million hours, 
during which time £40m value 
is created

– £10m sets in motion labour 
power for 1 million hours, 
during which time £20m value 
is created

• The value added is a share of 
total surplus value in proportion 
to the capital advanced (profit), 
plus the labour cost in this sector. 

• In our example:
– Rate of profit 20%
• Cost of labour/hr  £10

• Sector I (£20+20=) £40m
– Hours worked 2 million
– Value added/hour £20

• Sector II (£20+30=) £50m
– Hours worked 3 million
– Value added/hour £16.67

• Sector III (20+10=) £30m
– Hours worked 1 million
– Value added/hr £30



Relating the concepts

• Price of production formed by sector

= cost of production (c used up + v used up) + (average rate of 
profit x capital advanced)

• ‘Value added’ in each sector

=  price of production – c used up

=  v used up + (average rate of profit x capital advanced)

• ‘Value added’ increases with

– v (variable capital in the sector - wages)

– amount of capital advanced

• Consider modified price of production by region



‘Value added’

• Does not express the 
socially necessary 
labour time expended 
in the sector

• With prices of 
production the 
expression of value as 
simple exchange-value 
no longer holds

• Does express 

– the wage rate in a sector

– Capital advanced including 
its organic composition

• It is not a measure of value

• It is an indicator of capital’s 
domination over labour



Differential expressions of value as 
exchange-value  (Salama, 1984; Tran, 2003)

• The transformation as distortion, rupture and 
inversion of living labour by capital in the way 
that value is expressed as exchange-value

• Marx’s transformation implies a systematic 
differential expression of commodity values in 
proportion to the capital advanced in their 
production rather than their socially necessary 
labour time

• from ‘differential realisation’ towards a more 
fundamentalist explanation of differential 
expression of snlt as exchange-value



’MARK UP’ and ‘VALUE ADDED’ – FETISHISM OF THE 
CAPITALIST COMMODITY-FORM

• Cost and profit structure of prices of production: a differential expression 
of living labour by sector in terms of its result as ‘value added’.

• Equality of capitals (right to profit) contravenes equality of labours 
(contribution to profit).



Fetishistic Forms
• Price of production entails 

– ‘Rate of exploitation’ based on profit realised per 
worker rather than surplus-value over variable capital

– Mark-up
– Value-added
– False social values (double sense)

• Relations between labour producers necessarily 
appear through relations of capitalist producers

• Even more accentuated when we modify price of 
production to include different rates of surplus-
value 

• Capitalist imperialism breeds certain false social 
consciousness



• The distortion is more than a trick, it is a part 
of the reality, that exists in both its inner 
(production) and outer (circulation)  moments 
in a contradictory manner

• The contradiction between the commodity as 
the product of labour and the product of 
capital is a reconfiguration of the 
contradiction between commodity value and 
its exchange-value

• Between value from labour and value for
capital (cost + profit)

• This contradiction will not go away as long as 
capitalism lasts 



•Restore the primacy of 
living labour over dead 
labour!



SIMPL(IFIED) RELATION BETWEEN THE CONTENT AND 
FORM OF COMMODITY VALUE 

• Volume 1, Chapter 1
• The determination of value, through two determinations of 

exchange-value. 
• Value and exchange-value in a relation, (not a process) 



INITIAL CAPITALIST RELATION BETWEEN THE 
CONTENT AND FORM OF COMMODITY VALUE

• Volume 1, Chapter 9; Volume 2 Chapter 20;
• The determination of surplus-value as the form of surplus labour (two senses).  
• Volume 1, Chapter 9; Volume 2 Chapter 20.    NB Relation as well as Process 
• The exchange-value of the commodity is expressed in money as c+v+s.



FULL CAPITALIST RELATION: CONTENT AND FORM OF VALUE 

• Volume 3, Part 2 - Chapters 8-12 – determination of the rate of profit
• Profit is not a direct identity with the (sector aggregate) surplus-value, but its converted form, 

depending on the capital advanced and the average rate of profit. 
• Reworking the relation inner and outer: prices of production are a type of exchange-value



THE ACTUAL FORMS OF PROFIT

• From  rate of profit as the essential manifestation (die Erscheinung) of  rate of surplus-value to the 
actualisation (dieWirklicihkeit) of the profit-form. 

• The formation of differential rent is the conversion of extra surplus-value into surplus-profits. 
• ‘false social value’: a higher modal price of production than the social average. But aren’t all prices 

of production ‘false social values’?


